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 Nlarrow world of sport
 by Jeanne Schinto

 I'VE JUST SPENT longer than I care to admit

 reading-and, in some cases, reread-
 ing-the autobiographies of nearly a

 dozen women tenmis stars. With rare excep-
 tions, "sports book" is an oxymoron; none of
 these voliimes disproves that rule. And yet I

 felt compelled to search their pages, looking
 for clues.

 It all started because I happened to read
 Michael Mewshaw's Ladies of the Court:
 Grace and Disgrace on the Women's Tennis
 Tour, published in hardcover last spring and
 due out soon in paper. Mewshaw describes a
 horrific world. I wondered if I'd find

 foreshadowings of the troubles in the

 players' own words. I didn't, but unfor-
 tunately I don't think it's because

 Mewshaw's book isn't valid.

 Take the first of Billie Jean King's two

 memoirs, Billie Jean, published twenty years
 ago. It is the only one of the books that even

 broaches the real reason why the act of hit-

 ting a fuzzy yellow ball back and forth across
 a net can so enthrall players and spectators

 alike; or why the game so perfectly embodies

 our deepest desires. Tennis, she says in a

 passage toward the end,

 is a perfect combination of a violent

 action taking place in an atmosphere
 of total tranquility. My heart pounds,

 my eyes get damp, and my ears feel
 like they're wiggling, but it's also just
 totally peaceful. It's almost like

 having an orgasm-it's exactly like
 that. And when it happens I want to
 stop the match and grab the micro-
 phone and shout, "That's what it's all

 about." Because it is. It's not the big

 prize I'm going to win at the end of
 the match or anything else. It's just
 having done something that's totally
 pure and having experienced the per-
 fect emotion, and I'm always a little
 sad that I can't communicate the feel-
 ing right at the moment it's happening.
 I can only hope the people realize

 what's going on. (p.201)

 It's easy to conclude that the players'
 memoirs are so vapid because athletes aren't
 required to be articulate, even about experi-

 ences as powerful as the one King describes.

 But I don't think that's the problem. The
 players themselves don't actually write these
 volumes, of course: ghost writers do. And so

 these books can be anything their publishers

 want them to be. How unfonunate that, ap-
 parently, publishers must want them to be

 superficial; evasive; full of fluffy gossip; "in-

 spirational"; oozing obligatory-sounding
 praise for various sponsors and associates;

 even occasionafly rancorous, when cattiness
 is substituted for candor. And so this is a

 group of books that, indirectly, says more

 about the cynicism of the commercial
 publishing world than it does about top-flight

 tennis.

 Which is a shame, because, as
 Mewshaw's book makes clear, there's much

 that needs to be said about the troubled
 women's circuit, if not by the players them-

 selves then by the journalists who follow
 them. Unfortunately, the books written about

 women pro tennis players over the last twen-

 ty years are just as disappointing as those
 "written" by them, with the exception of
 Grace Lichtenstein's A Long Way, Baby: Be-
 hind the Scenes in Women's Pro Tennis, pub-

 lished just after King beat Bobby Riggs in the
 Houston Astrodome on September 20, 1973,
 before the largest live tennis audience ever-
 over 30,000-and a television audience of 60
 million or more. "What captured the public's
 imagination," Lichtenstein wrote at the time,
 "'had been the challenge implied in Bobby
 Riggs's blabbermouthing that this grand,
 ludicrous face-off could somehow settle all
 the questions posed by women's liberation."

 Would that it had. Lnstead, it raised new
 ones. Riggs challenged King in the first
 place, remember, because he was angry that
 women earned more than he did on the senior
 tour when, he believed, he could beat any of
 them. In that victory's aftennath, women ten-
 nis players have become some of the richest
 athletes in the world (and the richestfemale
 athletes by far), as the sports-as-entertain-
 ment business has burgeoned. Not only are
 the players rich, but so are their entourages:

 coaches, hitting partners, agents, publicists
 and accountants. Glance at the copyright
 pages of the players' books for proof of their

 :orporate status: along with the publisher's
 dentifying marks, you'll also find "Martina

 Enterprises, Inc."; "Evert Enterprises, Inc.";
 'Billie Jean King Publishing Enterprises,
 Inc."; and so on.

 And yet the business aspect of the sport,
 ilong with its attendant image-making

 nachinery, is precisely what has brought on
 he crisis that needs to be addressed, not
 3ecause athletics is so important (though it

 's) but because of what the tennis troubles
 ;ay about the state of all women's progress

 ;oward equality in our materialistic world.

 A NYONE WHO HAS FOLLOWED the sport

 lately knows that terrible things hap-
 pened on the international tour last

 year. Two of these events made the general
 lews. First and most tragic, Monica Seles'
 atabbing by a deranged man at the Gennan

 Dpen in Hamburg last April. An isolated
 ncident? Commenting on it in USA
 Weekend, Chris Evert said: "Crazy fans and

 groupies have been part of the sport for a
 Long time, but still it was a shock....I had

 death threats, and I had guys following me at
 .ertain times. But it was something you
 lidn't talk about. Why mention it? It might

 -ncourage other people to come out of the

 woodwork."' (I hope she at least mentioned it to the Women's Tennis Association, which is only belatedly providing better security for
 players, whose very public selves run the
 considerable risk of inadvertently feeding
 warped minds' fantasies.)

 The second major incident to merit
 c,overage beyond the sports page involved

 the young player Mary Pierce. In July, the
 tonnented eighteen-year-old, currently

 ranked sixteenth in the world, obtained
 restraining orders against her violence-prone
 father, who was also her former coach, and
 hired a bodyguard to protect herself, her

 mother and her younger brother from him.
 "If you leave me, Ihave nothing to lose. Iwill kill everybody," The New York Times quoted Jim Pierce as saying to his estranged wife. To

 Mary he reportedly said: "If you think there
 was a nut in Waco, Texas, you haven't seen

 anything yet."2 His photo is posted in the
 ticket booths of every tennis stadium where
 Mary plays worldwide, since he's not al-
 lowed inside.

 Though Jim Pierce, like Seles' assailant,
 is obviously a dangerous extremist, he isn't
 as improbable a character as some of the
 sport's image-makers would have us believe.
 The WTA has known for a while that the lure

 of the money-and the expense of going
 after it-has made not a few parents into

 monsters. It's also created pressures with
 which a lot of kids can't cope.

 And mere kids many players are, since the
 money has made it tempting to send promis-

 ing competitors on tour as soon as it's legal.

 Currently, a girl may turn pro at the age of
 thirteen-in the month of her fourteenth
 birthday-though that rule, made to accom-

 modate prodigy Jennifer Capriati in 1990, is
 being reconsidered by the WTA in light of

 parental and other problems. These include
 numerous cases of anorexia and bulimia as

 well as the bone chips in the overworked

 elbow of sixteen-year-old Capriati herself,

 which sidelined her for several months in the

 fourth year of her pro career. I found, how-

 ever, only one reference to the physical and

 psychological dangers of starting so young in

 a book aimed at juveniles titled Jennifer

 Capriati: Tennis Sensation. (An original
 paperback, also available in a library bind-

 ing, it was written by Margaret J. Goldstein

 and brought out by Lemer Publications as
 part of its Young Achievers series.)

 Incidentally, no one should be surprised if
 tennis autobiographies to come are even

 emptier than those already published, since

 so many current players have had their

 educations cut far shorter than those of

 players of the past. Mary Joe Fernandez, for

 example, who has yet to write her life story,

 is considered an oddball for having finished

 high school. Gabriela Sabatini, who like Fer-
 nandez is in her early twenties, left school in

 Argentina when she was thirteen; Pierce was
 pulled out of sixth grade by her tyrannical

 father. Supposedly she took correspondence

 courses, but it's difficult to see how, or at any
 rate when, since Jim Pierce was known to

 have made his daughter practice tennis eight

 hours a day and sometimes far longer.

 T E EXTREME YOUTH of many touring

 players has engendered another prob-
 lem, too, though no one knows how

 widespread it is, and only Mewshaw has dis-
 cussed it so far. sexual relationships between
 middle-aged male coaches and their teenage
 charges. This, in fact, is the crux of Ladies of
 the Court, though Mewshaw is wholly inade-
 quate on the subject, often awkward, some-
 times insensitive; but at least it makes a stab.
 Nor is it nearly as bad as some of the com-
 mentary the subject has generated. Peter
 Bodo, a senior writer for Tennis magazine,
 for example, while acknowledging the fool-
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 hardiness of "any parent who believes that

 his or her daughter can have an intense pupil-
 mentor relationship with a male coach

 without the danger of sparks flying," ends up
 defending these liaisons "in some cases." "A

 girl has to become a woman somehow," he
 writes, "and the monosexual nature of the

 women's tour eliminates many of the tradi-

 tional avenues of heterosexual develop-

 ment." Further, Bodo implies, young women

 get what they deserve when they "insist on

 absolute equality" and "step onto a playing

 field dominated by men, who are by nature

 designed for rougher play." This, he says, is
 "one of the regrettable byproducts of the
 feminist movement."3

 Bodo seems to have missed the crucial

 point that, on the playing field to which he

 refers, women are asking to compete only
 against other women. But no wonder he's so

 offbase: as Mewshaw points out, the

 women's tour is "largely populated by male

 agents, umpires, linesmen, coaches, sparring
 partners, gofers, and journalists, not to men-
 tion the fathers, brothers, boyfriends, and
 husbands of the players." (I would add the
 ghost writers of many of their autobio-
 graphies.)

 Bodo also insinuates that an exploitative
 sexual relationship with a male is at least

 better than a "monosexual" one of any

 kind-a not uncommon attitude, Mewshaw
 found. "The greatest irony," he writes, "is
 that parents and tennis officials are so irra-

 tionally anxious about lesbians in the locker

 room, they have ignored far more pressing
 problems caused by fathers and male
 coaches."

 The persistent homophobia of the
 women's tennis image-makers may also be
 the reason behind the "feminization" of the

 sport, as it's called by King in the pictorial

 history book, We Have Come a Long Way:
 The Story of Women's Tennis, which she
 "wrote" with Cynthia Starr. Defimed by King
 as "a strong movement that began running
 counter to the new athleticism" that has

 produced such power hitters as current num-

 ber-one player Steffi Graf, this feminization
 started, she says, when the agents who make
 the endorsement deals started distributing
 photos of their clients dressed not for com-

 petition but as fashion models. In 1985, the
 WTA started publishing a calendar featuring
 players posed in evening gowns, bathing
 suits, makeup and jewelry.

 But then King goes on to say, in one of the
 most disheartening sentences I've read in a

 while, "I am not as opposed to the femini-
 zation of women's tennis as some might

 suspect":

 I think every beautiful woman has the

 right to promote her assets. I also think

 tenniis' s new pinup girls are not trying
 to apologize for their muscles as much

 as they are trying to sell themselves

 commercially. Although male sports

 stars like Jack Nicklaus and Michael

 Jordan are marketable on the basis of

 skill alone, some woman tennis players

 still think they have to play the stereo-

 typical role of glamour girl. (p. 184)

 Long way, baby, indeed, Billie Jean.

 Another disheartening piece of news: I
 read in the newspaper that Martina Nav-

 ratilova, whose autobiography, Martina, was
 published in 1985, has signed a three-book

 contract to "write," not about the pressing

 issues of the women's pro tour but instead a
 series of... mysteries.

 "'Sports are just to keep your mind off
 everything else and they don't enhance the

 culture of the mind," Navratilova quotes her
 ex-lover, novelist Rita Mae Brown, as saying
 in Martina. Well, typical sports books fit this
 description, anyway, and apparently will

 continue to do so, at least for the foreseeable

 future. 46

 1 Chris Evert, "The Trouble With Tennis
 Today," USA Weekend, August 27-29,
 l993, p.5.

 2 Ira Berkow, "The Barking That Follows

 Mary Pierce," New York Times, August 23,
 1993, p.Cl.

 3 Peter Bodo, "Open Season on Women,"
 Tennis, July 1993, p.17.

 Anetaphysics of resistanc
 by Barbara Kingsolver

 Forged Under the Sun/Forjado Bajo el Sol: The Life of Maria Elena Lucas, by Marfa
 Elena Lucas, edited by Fran Leeper Buss. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1993,
 314 pp., $13.95 paper.

 THE LIFE OF MARIA ELENA LUCAS is

 probably the most difficult one I have

 ever read about or imagined. She was

 bom in 1941, the first of seventeen children
 in an impoverished family in Brownsville,

 Texas. She and her siblings scavenged streets

 and garbage cans for survival; her only other

 economic option there would have been

 prostitution. In summers her family made the

 dangerous trip north with other migrant

 farmworkers. They lived and worked in the

 fields, were harassed by farm owners and the

 police, and survived (or often, didn't survive)

 the stark hazards of impossibly hard work in

 degrading and unsanitary conditions. As an

 observant child, she bore constant witness to

 illness, starvation and death.
 At the age of fifteen, bent on escaping her

 abusive father, Maria Elena married a man

 who turned out to be no less abusive and

 whose family treated her, literally, as a slave.

 After many years she managed a difficult

 escape and continued her life as a farm

 laborer and, now, a single mother. She raised
 her children in a society that threatened her

 for being female and humiliated her children

 for being poor and Latino-a pain that even-

 tually cost one of her sons his life. In 1988
 she was sprayed with agricultural chemicals
 that nearly killed her. She lost consciousness;

 over the next hours her heart stopped three

 times. She was completely disabled for

 months. Pain, loss of equilibrium, sporadic

 losses of visual and mental acuity, and other

 unpredictable symptoms still haunt her.

 Forged Under the Sun is a potent oral

 history, but its most remarkable-and

 surprising-accomplishment is its consis-

 tently life-affirming tone. It succeeds both at
 the level of social history and of personal
 narrative, as a study of a formidable spirit.
 Maria Elena Lucas recorded her political and
 spiritual joumey in writing continuously
 throughout her life: journal entries, poems,
 plays, open letters to the United States Con-
 gress and God, all on clandestine scraps of
 paper. (For the creation of this book, she and
 editor Fran Leeper Buss unearthed a
 trunkload of papers from an old truck which
 was sunk in a field of mud.) Out of the rich,

 sometimes hostile materials of her culture,
 Lucas forged an unusual combination of

 metaphysics and resistance that kept her
 alive. In spite of the fact that she had little

 ;chooling and knew no life beyond the one

 ;he could survey from a field of cucumbers

 zr sugar beet, she arrived at an uncanny un-
 Ierstanding of the forces of economic op-
 pression and felt a powerful intemal impera-
 tive to fight against them.

 Lucas began organizing her coworkers by

 bringing them together for plays, music and

 a children's Mexican dance troupe. In the late

 1970s she discovered the United Fann

 Worker movement. In the 1980s she joined

 the Farm Labor Organizing Committee

 (FLOC) in Onarga, Illinois, and worked with
 other women to mount a successful cam-

 paign against Campbell Soup. As a grass-
 roots organizer, she reached thousands of
 workers with the message of hope for change

 through collective strength. Within the labor

 organizing community she still struggled

 with sexism, but she honed her skills and

 continued her work as an organizer even after
 she was poisoned. This meant remaining in

 the fields where further exposure to chemi-

 cals might kill her; she went anyway.

 The soul of this book is its firm command

 of moral reckoning. Lucas combines a

 reverence for her culture's religious values

 with an absolute irreverence for the cultural

 and religious icons that have been used

 against her. "I don't agree with the people

 who wrote the Bible," she confesses. "I feel

 kind of strange contradicting the big sabios,

 the sages who wrote it, and I think that parts
 of creation are a beautiful story, but it can't

 be possible. When they tell me that women
 came out of a man's rib, forget it. I came out

 of a womb! A mother's womb."

 At another point, despairing of the condi-

 tion of women in both theological and prac-

 tical terms, she succinctly comments: "I

 refuse to believe God is a man or that there is

 only one God. God is not a man and if she is

 a man, no wonder!"

 There is something reassuring about the
 fact that Lucas has independently reached

 Maria Elena Lucas with migrant children in
 Onarga, IL, 1981. From Forged Under the

 Sun.

 Dear Dagmar,

 Where Is The Language That Speaks Home?

 1970. German was a weight

 our tongues worked to lift. Your Czech r

 bowled the gutter of your throat better

 than my lazy southern consonant that left

 a hole in the word. My lips pursed

 the umlaut iu like Monroe mugging

 the camera, yours went slack. We joked

 it took both of us to speak. But no jokes

 the day you held up a letter from home,

 every phrase between My dear Dagmar

 and Love, Mother censored. Hard to read

 across the scissored gaps Your brother

 was killed in a wreck. Piled on your dresser,

 other letters like a stack of doilies-

 Your brother has died offever or

 Mikhail was killed in an accident at work,

 each letter a different death for Mikhail,

 so many deaths you thought your mother had cracked or that
 this was code. Activists,

 you had traveled out before Prague Spring,

 he had stayed. There was no retuming
 even to lay a wreath on his grave

 if there was a grave. Foreign coffee stiff

 in our cups, our jaws stiff with new
 language, we groped for words to fill in

 the missing things-your brother dead, mine

 fighting not to fight in Vietnam; home;
 our mothers, yours cut from your life

 absolutely as a word from a letter, mine,

 one bullet through her heart. We explored

 the aisles of the Munchen Wertkauf, you as broke

 on your resettlement stipend as I on a Fulbright,
 my two-year-old prancing between us, babbling

 two languages at once, German words strewn

 across her English syntax, and later,

 the reverse. You worried which language

 you would raise your children in, if

 you would have a choice. Somehow, choice

 was something I still believed in, knowing

 also I could go back. I am losing my language

 you said in German, even my memories are falling

 silent, and I understood those Soviet scissors

 had cut a gorge through you, before and after

 two edges you crossed with every thought.
 After more than twenty years, I've lost touch,
 lost the fluency to remember a clear passage

 back to you, I find myself searching

 newspaper photos for your face

 among the thousands

 of waving arms, banners.

 Dagmar, that phase of our lives was like tunneling

 out of the wreckage of old worlds, those new words

 like unfamiliar digging tools. We gripped the edges

 of language, startled

 like Abraham at yet another world
 spread in front of us, the weight of our old selves

 pulling down to remind us we would not speak

 or think the same ways again, even if we chose,

 or events allowed us, to fall back into the same

 place, which had changed, as Czechoslovakia

 has, yet again, as my Tennessee home has,
 Dagmar, so that my questions

 are falling short of you, the pieces

 of syntax dislocated like the Fluchtlinge

 rushing the borders to fill both eastern
 and westem cities with a language that shouts

 at itself in dialect. But what I want

 to know, before everything changes again,

 is where are you now, dear Dagmar?

 Have you lifted your arms in triumph above
 your head? What is the language

 of return?

 - Lucia Cordell Getsi
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